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Abstract 
This paper presents the applicable methods to connect industrial park load and renewable energy to a small-scaled 
power system. The connecting procedure consists of three items namely Optimal Order and Domain-Link Method 
and Weakness Degree in Energy Supply (WDES) as well.  The optimal order makes dispersed hydropower and 
thermal power first developed to improve P-V nodes and capacity of small power system. The domain-link method 
can selects more stable buses that have multi-branch of power supply in order to connect industrial park and 
renewable energy. WDES shows weakness information of each bus to avoid connecting industrial park load and 
renewable energy to unstable buses in practical operation. To testify the operational characteristics, the system power 
flow is used to indicate the margin of buses voltage and carrying capacity of power lines after introducing industrial 
park and renewable energy. To elaborate on the application process in detail, this paper takes the several diagrams 
and tables as the theoretical basis and makes the all connection process more systematic. 
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1. Introduction  
This research deals with the subject to connect industrial parks and renewable energy to a rural power 
system. Supporting by the National Natural Scientific Foundation of China, the purpose of this research 
aims for developing the local industry and improving the resident’s  income and living standard. The 
southern part of Xin jiang Uygru Autonomous Region (XUAR) is extreme arid reg ion, agriculture farming 
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is main source of income in many counties, but the developmental level of local industrial is backward, 
such situation has enormous impact on farmer’s lives, it is necessary to develop local industries in the 
way of eco-industrial parks by reg ional resources. As an energy-deficient area , the industrial park load 
basically depends on electric power from small-scaled local power system, but not natural gas and coal. 
Therefore, industrial parks load should connect to the buses connected more power lines to obtain enough 
power with high stability and reliability. To improve the scale of local power system, local renewable 
energy was developed and connected to local power system.  
For safety connection of industrial park and renewable energy, our preliminary studies [1] indicate 
that optimal installation procedure may increase system capacity and stability of power supply. This paper 
hence proposed the optimal order to connect renewable energy by introducing renewable energy in order 
of hydropower, thermal power and solar and wind as well. For a s mall-scaled power system, such method 
can increase the P-V nodes and improve the ability to accept random energy. Domain  link method can 
select more stable buses to connect industrial park load and renewable energy. And WDES indices can 
show bus’s weakness condition and the carrying ability to feed industrial parks. Therefore, we use the 
optimal order and domain link method and WDES indices to form a full procedure for connecting 
industrial parks load and renewable energy to a small-scaled power system. The application experiment 
shows that proposed procedure is efficient in practical application.    
2. The Optimal Order Method to Determine Efficient Installing Process  
2.1. The concept of Optimal Order Method 
If target reg ion has several types of renewable energy, the developing procedure becomes a complex 
problem. Usually, the necessary investment and installing sites could be optimized by the reasonable 
planning, but the capacity and kind of renewable energy are the main  targets to be optimized  firstly. This 
paper suggests [2] to  firstly determine the kind of renewable energy to be developed, and then, determine 
the capacity. The dispersed hydropower and thermal-power are priority energies that may improve system 
stability by increasing controllable P-V nodes and improving u ltimate ability to  accept more random 
energy[3][4]. Figure 1 (omitted here) shows the optimal connection order of renewable energy .  
2.2. The application case 
Due to page limit, the concrete procedure of this method is omitted here.  This method was applied  for 
the rural and weak power system of Qira County, Hotan Prefecture of XUAR of China and obtained good 
application results; Table 1 indicates the ultimate capacity of four renewable energy determined and 
connected based on the optimal connection order.  
Table 1. The ultimate capacity of renewable energy obtained by optimal order method in Qira County 
Townships       
(sites) name 
Type of renewable power [MW] 
solar  wind  hydro  G.thermal in total 
Qira mian  7.4 —— 4 —— 11.4 
Gulahama  8.8 —— —— —— 8.8 
Damagou  9.7 —— —— —— 9.7 
Qaha  4.2 —— 2 —— 6.2 
Ulukesa  4.1 7.45 —— 0.25 11.8 
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Noor  3.8 —— 2 0.18 5.98 
Bostan  4.2 6.36 —— —— 10.56 
in total 42.2 13.81 8 0.43 64.44 
3. The Domain Link Method to Select Available Buses  
3.1. The concept of Domain-Link Method 
Domain-Link Method needs following defin itions are also necessary: (1)Calcu late power flow, the 
direction of power flow is from upper-side of d iagram to lower-side. (2)For a bus, the defin ition of upper-
side and lower-side are also introduced; the side of power-flow-in is upper-side of bus and the side of 
power-flow-out is lower-side. (3)Differentiate domains by power flow d irection of upper links and lower 
links, by which the domains could be connected one by one with equivalent link. (4)The domain with 
relative more upper links are regarded as the availab le ones to install renewable energy since it may 
increase stability and reliability[5].  
3.2. The application case  
Test power system is based on the 30 buses, 6 generators and 39 lines as shown in Figure 2(omitted 
here. Here), supposing each bus is with rated voltage and generators operate under the maximum 
generation, which will be used for verifying again the carrying ability based on section 2. Table 2 and 3 
indicate the characteris tics of power system(omitted here). The domains are divided in according to the 
direction of power flow as shown in part  (a) of Figure 3(omitted here). The concrete characteristics of 
domains and links are given by the parameters as shown in Table 4 (omitted here). The first column is the 
number of domains, beside column indicates the buses contained in the domain, the third  and fourth 
columns indicates the link upper and lower the domain, the number in the bracket indicates the line 
number contained in link.  
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Figure 3. The domains decided based on the direction of power flow 
4. The Indices of WDES for Evaluating Bus Load Condition 
4.1. The concept of WDES in a local power system 
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After determining domains, the following work is to identify  the weak buses in selected domain. 
WDES is defined as a criterion  to weight the system service margin  when the maximum load is under 
demand., the WDES can be mathematically expressed by equation (2): 
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Where, n, m and f are respectively the number of generator buses, load buses and transmission lines. 
WG i is regular and potential energy supplied from generator i and WML j is system load demand on bus j, 
∆Wl r is energy loss on line r. For a system, W DES relates to cumulated WG i, WML j and ∆Wl r in  same 
period of time Ta. WG i and WML j may be statistically obtained from equation (3) and (4)(omitted here).  
4.2. The application result 
Table 6 shows the calculation result of W DES that shows, bus 27 and 21 will be a reasonable selection. 
In this table, HDM is Happened during the Month, APS is Available Power Supply, AHP is Average 
Happened Possibility, the concrete number of each indices were applied for calculation of Table 6 [6]. 
Table 6. The calculation results of WDES in domain bus connecting industrial park load  
Bus No. APS[kW] AHP[%] HDM WDES[%] Bus No. APS[kW] AHP[%] HDM WDES[%] 
21 3650 16.68  9,10,11 0.93741 25 2050 50.00  6,7,8 0.96465  
22 1750 16.68  9,10,11 0.93939 26 5800 48.00  6,7,9 0.94928  
23 1650 35.00  6,7,8 0.95899 27 6950 25.50  9,10,11 0.88800  
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